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„
One of our main 
goals is ...
... to offer LOVOO users an excellent product experience. Another is to fight spam. It is 

important that users have confidence in us and our product. We now want to boost this 

confidence with more transparency.

Our second “Fake and Spam Transparency Report” therefore includes comparison 

parameters with the previous year and demonstrates the strength of our anti-spam 

automatisms.”

Florian Braunschweig
COO & Co-Founder of LOVOO
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What has been done since the last  
report on the anti-spam system?: 

How does a LOVOO user become a 
spammer?

In December 2016 a comparison of the ARD advice magazine “Vorsicht Verbraucherfalle” revealed 

that fake profiles are still a major problem for dating platforms. The result of the comparison was 

that LOVOO has the lowest share of fake profiles among the providers investigated. At more than 

25%, competitors come off considerably worse than LOVOO.

In the fourth quarter of 2016 we also successfully tested a new type of verification: SMS. If a profile 

acts suspiciously, the relevant user must first activate it via SMS before he/she can fully use LOVOO 

again. In order to curb fake profiles that are created in a targeted manner by users, rather than  

automatically, a maximum of three profiles can be activated with one mobile number. The number 

will then be blocked for three months. We intend to further expand this feature in the future.

What is more, a lot of work has gone into a new AI which identifies spammers by their behaviour 

even quicker and more securely and expels them from the platform. As this new AI only went live in 

the fourth quarter, these advantages will take full effect in the next report.

Another new feature of our system is a AI which automatically analyses user reports and reads or 

prevents spam waves, as not every automatically generated spam wave is the same. We are currently 

evaluating this AI.

It is important to know beforehand that with the term spam we are referring to fake profiles as well 

as spam and scam, even though the individual groups display different behavioural patterns. There 

are different ways for LOVOO users to become spammers:

• For a start, users have the option of reporting other users. If a user has been reported  

 several times, an automatic test is performed and the user is blocked (i.e. marked as  

 a spammer). He or she can then no longer use the app and is no longer visible to other  

 users.

• A second possibility is blocking by our anti-spam system. It automatically identifies  

 when a user is a spammer and blocks them immediately. 

• Moreover, our support team does its best to respond to reports as quickly as possible.  

 This way we ensure that spammers are blocked as early on as possible before the  

 critical quantity of reports is reached.
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We demonstrated how many of our users are actually spammers in the previous report, defining a 

value of 0.3%. This time we can confirm that spammers only make up a very small percentage of our 

user base.

The following graph shows the ratio of spammers to users active on a daily basis (DAU - daily 

ctive user) for the period between October 2016 to December 2016:

the green area shows all genuine users, and the red area shows those who have been identified as 

spammers on the respective days. The above graph makes it clear that the number of spammers in 

the app is still low. Compared to the last recording, the rate has decreased by an average of 0.1% to 

0.2%.
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A spam wave typical for dating apps can be identified within the period under review (see graph 

below). On closer inspection of December 2016, increased spammer activity can be identified in the 

first week. In the next report we will take a closer look at why these waves occur and what is behind 

them.

As users take an interest in knowing the number of spammers that interact with them, we have 

taken another look at the relationship between match votes initiated by spammers and all daily 

votes. They can trigger a disproportionately high number of actions which negatively impact our 

users, even if the general number of spammers in the app amounts to just 0.2%.

For this reason, we have taken another look at the relationship between match votes initiated by 

spammers and all daily votes:

The graph makes it clear that spammers are not always active in the same way. Although the 

number of DAU spammers has dropped, the number of votes initiated by spammers has increased. 

This is due to the restructuring of the app (no more follows, hashtags, likes, etc.) which the bot 

programmers now clearly take account of.

Spammer activity was higher at the start of the fourth quarter of 2016 than at the end. On average, 

the rate is 3.87%, and our goal is obviously 0%! The impact of spammers on daily votes is therefore 

greater than their number among users active on a daily basis. However, this result is not surprising: 

spammers and those creating fake profiles actually have the same intention, which is to lure users 

to another platform. Conversely, scammers want to blackmail users and get them to spend money 

somewhere else (for instance, through fee-based numbers).
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Users now encounter fewer 
spammers
Spammers can be reported by users or identified by the anti-spam system. Our goal is to auto-

matically block as many scammers as possible before the critical number of reports is reached or a 

member of the support team has to intervene manually.

In the fourth quarter of 2016 we succeeded in automatically blocking 90.65% of all spammers with 

the anti-spam system. The automatisms have therefore improved by a whole 15%! How did we 

manage this? On the one hand, we develop our system on an ongoing basis, and on the other hand 

we are now 0.1 hours quicker to identify such profiles. Moreover, there are fewer spammer profiles in 

general.

The remaining 9.35% of spammers that were identified by user reports are nevertheless helpful. 

They help us to continually improve our system. Since this involves a new type of spam or a new 

spammer behavioural pattern, these findings enter the system with the result that these spammers 

are identified in future and profiles which were noticed in the past are blocked retrospectively. 

Nonetheless, the aim is for our anti-spam system to identify 100% of spammers so that no more of 

our users have to deal with them.

LOVOO‘s anti-spam system

LOVOO users
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How is a report handled?
A question that often comes up is: why is a user not blocked immediately following the first report? 

The answer is simple: users report other users for a variety of reasons. Not all of them justify the 

relevant user being blocked. We receive a huge number of reports each day – there were 1,100,966 

reports relating to 859,483 different users in the fourth quarter of 2016 alone. However, exactly 

80.74% of them were not spammers.

Wrongly reported profi les

Blocked profi les

80,74%

19,26%

Statistics from a total of
1,100,966 reports in the fourth 
quarter of 2016

-1,45%

+1,45%
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The anti-spam system is getting 
quicker
We have to be very careful when we automatically block a user. On the one hand we want to catch 

as many spammers as possible, and on the other hand we should not make any rash judgements. 

Otherwise we run the risk of blocking genuine users who have only briefly exhibited spammer-like 

behaviour. For example, this can occur when Match is played very quickly. The anti-spam system 

therefore waits until a user has acted in a negative manner several times.

On average, 2.2 hours elapsed between the first action, such as a vote in Match, and the actual 

blocking by the anti-spam system in the last quarter. This time is now just 2.1 hours thanks to our 

consistent efforts. The system is now a whole six minutes faster than before, which does not sound 

like much but it is great progress in the fight against spam as it means that fewer users are

encountering spammers since we are intercepting them earlier on.

A continuously high quantity of Likes is identified very quickly and the relevant user is blocked within 

a few seconds. It can sometimes take several days for the first two types because users are active for 

just a very short period each day. The anti-spam system has to observe a negative behaviour several 

times in these users before it can finally block them in an authorised manner.

• Some give out Likes very slowly but over a long period of time.

• Others give out Likes in small waves, for instance only 100 a day but within just a few  

 minutes.

• And others give out a high number of Likes continuously.

We want to continue to demonstrate that spammers are not all the same. There are different types:

Time until a spammer is blocked: 

Ø 2,1 hours

-6 min
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Are spammers more likely to be 
male or female?
Spammers on LOVOO predominantly used female profiles in the fourth quarter of 2016, namely 

in 69.55% of cases. Even though the number has fallen by 12.6%, this approach has proven to be 

successful for spammers. 

The average age of spammers was 31 years old in the last quarter, both for men and women. 

A reason for this could be that profile information only plays a minor role for spammers. They them-

selves do not want to get any Likes, but instead get other users to initiate actions.

Female spammers :
Ø 31 years old

Male spammers :
Ø 29 years old

69,55%

30,45%

-14,45%

+14,45%
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Outlook for the second quarter of 
2017
The fight against spam is still a constant battle. Just when you think you have sussed them out and 

expelled them, they find a new way. They often learn how to better imitate common user behaviours 

and this makes them harder to trace.

Success (in the form of spammers found) and failure (in the form of user complaints regarding  

profiles that are still not blocked) often go hand in hand at LOVOO. Nevertheless, we face this  

challenge every day and can now respond to new types of spam even quicker.

In the next report we will look at a spam wave in detail and document whether our anti-spam sys-

tem works even more effectively. When and how such a wave occurs and how our system responds 

to it are of particular interest.

A glance at our backend
When users interact with one another on LOVOO they also automatically communicate with our 

backend servers. If one user gives another a Like in Match, the backend servers make sure that this 

Like is received. What is more, the backend also sends this information to the anti-spam system as 

well as our database, which saves this data. The anti-spam system evaluates user interactions and, 

where appropriate, blocks users if they misuse Match and distribute spam.

We use all information from our database to perform further analyses and prevent spam as best we 

can.

User B

User A
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